Join the 2020 Associate Development Program today!

This two-year full-time program has start dates in January and June with a dedicated “Learning Week” where you will:

- Learn how to work in a corporate environment
- Learn the structure of FIS and growth opportunities within the organization
- Hear from FIS leadership about their journey and participate in senior leader networking opportunities
- Build a network of your peers from across the organization

**This position starts June 29, 2020**

About The Team

ADP is FIS’ Banking Solutions entry-level sales program for new graduates. The program is designed to build a strong and diverse pipeline of future sales talent by providing a structured career path that provides learning, development and support as participants progress through roles that progressively increase in scope and responsibility. At the end of the two-year program, participants will well-positioned for accelerated success based on the experiences and network they have developed during the program.

What You Will Be Doing

- Support prospect and relationship management efforts in markets served
- Articulate the value of FIS solutions to clients and prospects
- Research, gather and summarize data; critical thinking/problem solving
- Work collaboratively with sales management and sales executives to achieve sales targets

What You Bring

- Passionate and driven self-starter
- An interest in financial technology (FinTech) and the way the world pays, banks and invests
- Curious and open-minded problem solver that wants to engage in meaningful work
- A diverse set of experiences ready to shape the fourth industrial revolution
- Working toward a Bachelor’s degree in business, marketing or related field and has a desire to continue learning
- Strong written and communication skills
- Resourceful and ability to work well independently and within a team

Added Bonus If You Have

- Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel and PowerPoint)
- Sales experience

What We Offer You
- Competitive salary and excellent benefits
- The chance to work on some of the most challenging, relevant issues in financial services & technology
- A broad range of professional education and personal development possibilities – FIS is your final career step!
- Time to support charities and give back in your community

A work environment built on collaboration, flexibility and respect.